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Q: Locating documents that match 'a criteria' I have several collections in a cloud based Mango database. I'm trying to use the filter function to find documents that match a criteria. I think I understand the syntax a bit, but when I try to make it work, I get a blank page in the browser. I have the following query, which returns nothing: filter:{$and:[{id:345},{state:{$lt:25}}]}, Can anyone help? A: the $lt keyword is for "less than", not "less than or equal
to". So what you need to do is: filter:{id:345, state:{$lt:25}} It is being interpreted as this: filter:{id:345, state:{"$lt": 25}} Which is invalid, because "state" is not an array. Q: Does a View function change the way counter caches are calculated? Does it make a difference if I add a View function to a counter to hide certain values? Or is it that the counter cache and the database is the same in that case? I'm not talking about cache settings, but about the

general usage of counters. A: No it doesn't, the cache is just used to make sure that the query is not executed more than once. What it means is that, the server will not even try to calculate the same result more than once. So, for example, if you have a generated index field, or a function like the h2 database offers. If you cache this index, it will not be recreated on each query execution but it will stay in the cache to be reused as long as you do not update
the field. You can always disable counter caching, if for any reason you don't need it. You can also use Mango's offset cache to avoid too many calculations on the same query. , in Oxford, in 1896). So determined was his interest in studying the work of the philosophers of ancient India that it would influence his later writing, even if it can only be traced to what he had read, not to what he had experienced. He was genuinely more interested in the ancient

Indian philosophers than in their contemporaries, and he began a series of published essays defending the value of ancient Indian philosophy, under the title An Historical Survey
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